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PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the Recommended
Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dam, for Phase I Investigations.
Copies of these guidelines may be obtained from the Office of the Chief
of Engineers, Washington, D.C. 20314. The purpose of a Phase I investi-
gation is to identity expeditiously those dams which may pose hazards to
human life or property. The assessment of the general condition of the
dam is based upon available data and visual inspections. Detailed in-
vestigation and analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface
investigations testing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond
the scope of a Phase I investigation; however, the investigation is

intended to identify any need for such studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the reported
condition of the dam is based on observations of field conditions at the
time of inspection along with data available to the inspection team. In
cases where the reservoir was lowered or drained prior to inspection, such
action, while improving the stability and safety of the dam, removes the
normal load on the structure and may obscure certain conditions which
might otherwise be detectable it inspected under the normal operating
environment of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends on
rniierous and constantly changing internal and external conditions, and is
evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect to assume that the present
condition of the dam will continue to represent the condition of the dam
at some point in the future, Only through continued care and inspection
can there be any chance that unsafe conditions be detected.

Phase I inspections are not intended to provide detailed hydrologic f
and hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the established guidelines,
the spillway design flood is based on the estimated "Probable Maximumn I
Flood" for the region (flood discharges that may be expected from the
most severe combination of critical meteorologic and hydrologic conditions
that are reasonably possible), or fractions thereof. Because of the
magritijde and rarity of such a storm event, a finding that a spillway
w,11 not pass the design flood should not be interpreted as necessarily
p,Wn& a highly inadequate condition. The design flood provides a
measu-e of relative spillway capacity and serves as an aide in
determining the need for more detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies,
,onsidering the size of the dam, its general condition and the downstream
damage potential.
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PHASE I REPORT
NATIONAL DAN SAFETY PROGRAM

BRIE eASESSME7T OF DAN

Naw of Dam: Konglers Dam
State: Virginia
Location: Rockbridge County
USGS Quad Sheet Vesuvius
Stream: Moores Creek
Date of Inspection: May 28, 1Q81

The Kiwneier Dra is an earthfill structure about 1000 feet long and

23.3 feet high with a gravel roadway traversing the entire dam. The
dam is owned and maintained by Mr. Glenn Koogler as part of the Willow'
Lake Campground facility. .The dam is classified as "'Ismall"'on the
basis of size, and given a hazard classification of "significant" on

the basis of downstream area development. The principal spillway
consists of a 42-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe (ClP) vertical

riser connected to a 36-inch diameter CHP which passes through the dam
at a low level. The emergency spillway is an open earth channel cut
in the left abutment. The reservoir is used for recreation.

Based on criteria established by the Department of the Army,
Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE), the Spillway Design Flood
(SDF) is the 1/2 PMF. The spillways will pass 10 percent of the PHF
or 20 percent of the SDF without overtopping the crest of the dam.
The SDF will overtop the dam by a maximum of 1.3 feet, reach an

average critical velocity of 5.3 feet per second and flow over the dam
for 9.7 hours. Flows overtopping the dam during the SDF are not

considered detrimental to the embankment. The spillway is adjudged

inadequate but not seriously inadequate.

The visual inspection revealed that there are no immediate needs
for remedial measures, except for the monitoring of the spring beneath

the primary spillway outlet. Maintenance is performed by the owner.
However, there is no formal documented maintenance operations prograim
or warning system. It is recommended that a regular maintenance and

it
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operations program be instituted with provisions for accurate records
of all maintenance performed< It is also recommended that a warnin*
system be established and that the maintenance items listed in Section
7.2 be accomplished as part of the regular maintenance program within

the next 12 months.

Submitted By: Approved:

Original signed by: Original signed by:

Carl S. Anderson, Jr. Ronald E. Hudson

CARL S. ANDERSON, Jr. P.E. RONALD E. HUDSON

Acting Chief, Design Branch Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Conmnander and District Engineer

Recommended By Date: SEP 1 5 1981

Original signed by
JAMES A. WALSH

JACKC G. STARR, P.E.
Chief, Engineering Division
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SECTION I

PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 General:

1.1.1 Auhrity: Public Law 92-367, 8 August 1972, authorized
the Secretary of the Army, through the Corps of Engineers to initiate
a National Program of Safety Inspections of Dams throughout the United
States. The Norfolk District has been assigned the responsibility of
supervising the inspection of dams in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

1.1.2 Purpose of Inspection: The purpose is to conduct a Phase I
Inspection according to the Recommended Guidelines for Safety
inspection of Dams (Reference 1, Appendix V). The main responsibility
is to expeditiously identify those dams which may be a potential
hazard to human life or property.

1.2 Proiect Description:

1.2.1 Dam and Appurtenances: Kooglers Dam is an earthfill
embankment about 1000* feet long and 23.3** feet high. The crest of
the dam is 21 feet wide at elevation 107.1 TBM *** (1743.1 MSL). A
gravel road traverses the crest along its entire length. The low
point, in the center of the emergency spillway, is at elevation 103.4
TBM*** (1739.4 MSL). The upstream slope is 2 horizontal to I vertical
(2H:IV) and the downstream slope is 2.5H:IV.

According to the owner the dam was constructed with a cutoff trench.

There are no known foundation drains.

The principal spillway consists of a 42-inch diameter corrugated metal
pipe (CMP) vertical riser connected -to a 36-inch diameter CMP which
passes through the dam at a low level. The riser is located 37 feet
from the shoreline at the present level.

The emergency spillway is an open earth channel cut into the left
abutment. The width of the control section of the emergency spillway
is 40 feet, with a minimum crest elevation of 103.4 TBM *** (1739.4
MSL).

* Dam length is measured from natural ground at the left
abutment to natural ground at the right abutment. The width
of the emergency spillway is not considered part of the dam
length.

** Dam height based on the difference is elevation between the

streambed at the toe of the dam and the maximum height of the
crest.

** TBM (Temporary Bench Mark) - taken as 100 feet elevation for
the reservoir water surface during the inspection. Later the
TBM was correlated with the U. S. Geological Survey Map,
Vesuvius Va., to be 1736.0 feet elevation mean sea level (MSL)
for the reservoir water surface.

1-1
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There is a drawdown valve set in concrete which is connected at a lou
level to the principal spillway 42-inch CMP riser with a 24-inch CMP.
The control stem to this valve is about 40 feet beyond the principal
spillway riser. It has been bent by ice and at present is not
operational.

1.2.2 Location: Kooglers Dam is located' in Roctkbridge Couintv

approximately one mile south of Raphine, between Interstate 81 and
U. S. Route 11.

1.2.3 Size Classification: The dam is classified as "small" in

size based on the criteria in Reference I of Appendix V.

1.2.4 Hazard Classification: Kooglers Dam is located in a rt,al

area. There are several residences and mobile homes, with assoristed
outbuildings, in the downstream area. Therefore, a "significant"
hazard classification is given to this structure according to
guidelines contained in Section 2.1.2 of Reference I of Appendiw V.
The hazard classification used to categorir.- dams is a function (if
location only and has nothing to do with their stability or tailijo,.

1.2.5 Ownership: The dam is owned by Mr. Glenn Koogler.

1.2.6 Pu, rpose: Recreation.

1.2.7 Pesign and _onstruct io i Jskr :a2 -

in 1470 by Dave Bouling of Piney Rivv. r, Virginij I ,, acc r !.c, "

gu id l i n s of the Scoil Conse rvat i(n St, r, ic t.

1.2.8 Normal Operational Procedures : Wjtr passt-s ajt,w at iall,
through the spi I lways when the re ervoi r reaches the rtcsp,, t I \.t t1
elevation of the principal and emergency spillways.

1.3 Pertinent Vata:

1.3.1 Drainage Area: The dam controls a drainage area ,f '.0

square miles.

1.3.2 Discharge at Dam Site: Maximum flood - not known.

Pool level at crest of dam

Emergency Spillway .... ........ 104A.0 rfs

Principal Spillway . ........ . 106.0 cfs

1-2
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SECTION 2

ENGINEERING DATA

2.1 Design: There is no known formal design information, i.e., plans,

specifications, etc.

2.2 Construction: There are no known formal construction records, bit
the owner was present when the dam 'as built, and closely observed the
process. A neighbor ,hn 'as associated wiith the Soil Conse rvation Service,

Mr. Burt Hawkins, also followed the construction of the dam closely.

According to the owner, the dam does have a core trench and the material

placed in the embankment was well compacted in accordance with accepted

practices for such projects.

After the dam was completed, the principal spillway riser %as shortened by 11t

inches to lower the pool level and provide for more freeboard on the

embankment.

The owner also indicated that this particular vicinity of his property had

exhibited natural spring activity prior to the construction of the emsankment

and filling of the reservoir.

2.3 Evaluation: There is insufficient information to evaluiate

foundation and embankment stability.

2-1
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SEi liN

VISUAL INSPL&1I L01

3. 1 . Ge eral 1 1te rel its t hie ifs pett io tn on Kav IP, iQR are,

rekr Jed in Appendix I 11. At tlie' t iw ot the napect ion, the weeather

" * .+ *,., d( t t ,' 4t I . ." . * r ' r* ,': r , + .et - ,

.it * *' it. * - . nh '.' , , ., .. * *,, , *, -,

da%*' l ." a' Ap l+,'.x r+. . ii a ,+ i ewv. ,t Clam- ifl ir, pr ,, . I ,

I A t ril.

I.. , . *' *d'. ,,', I . u *,' l * .4'..' T.. I 'i' un 1% I i | 1 lt A 'l

,. t t .. ' , 01% 1 '44 . a It* e kre'st Is wt, II vegetated wit t'

. I i a pp t is imta %' + I ,t I ert in e ii (.re r I de o t the roadway.

r,* t .p t ttam ta, v ,e v. e t t e,* w i t1s t I i Kra.. * %cat tered sthrutb ,

a, e I*' 5. J, I t-.. r. ,.pst r Can. I ai - a', a -onrirnati ,it% gr.,latt) oif

A id A . 4, r. -b s the' ,'1 t ir e lel~ttt, V if itV dJim at pool level. AIso steClnt

.. I e 't . 1, , Ape ..I " ' At p '. , a e'. . Tr t-r v i% o'e b r 14.1 e r os ti n

g,, AJ.iIt i. aji+. l animal bisrr'w was .Jetected 'en the ipstream

Aj, . M. r wt t. r re , je.nt .#,, 0iong the efntifr .pstrean tarce.

I I.'r*" v wA 'I., +'a tirmi. piaced r iprap on tre jp.t ream face, but iarge
o,'Je, rs %re. artar tmv r vtsped alinrK the water's edge.

ia. iJ. .w k% i t e am ak e appeared t o have, noa slope irregulart ies , however
J, ),. .,.r, "t ,*.1!. I Jet ai led obso rvat lon And aessnment of

,b,. f t.,+, ol , t I ,nus. There a% a dense gr,wth of small pines and

'14a w'.: I t"er. nv r411 witti tTunp iiameters kip to b inches. There is

Jerias' ,114 ft. V.s, Milej witri tr . trees and several open areas of tall

asrs,. A mr % re-4 bre+I, a teW feet blond the t toe near the left

/D,.rltrlt , "fit 4('t . the marsi area seemed to be predominant ly from

,p? illp'% A.i 1 t)4 , %.,mIe see paJKe tram the dam. The area was

appro'imamt.ri v I)>v feet by 7) feet with extensive growth of cattails.

A *n t '&i .- I ie-ar wattr was Ivte( fted immediately below the nut let pipe

vt', a I i,v <it 0 to W0 gA1 lors per minute . The temperature of the

)pi n watIl, b*. ,, thr pipe was bO"I. the reservoir water temperature

wis 0*. Itihe bpi jog beieath the principal spillway was detected

ea r t ,, fi't I I o Iof the dam a c-srdi ng tm o wner.

A spa ii r 'a .ts ippotitsitely 2' feet left of the principal spillway

.,,, ijt . lh.- t low irrm lie kprir g inr Irl earth wall discharge

cr',ineq.i. n he sprinigs was in existf'rict betore the dm was constructed

at, ord ni t,, -witmr. [lie i.it fillut va characterized by natural spring



(t ltvit pt tot t' the consit ruc ion oI the embanitment according to the

ower. Flew trtm beneath the (it let was noted early in the life of

the dam. This t ,'w may be affected by changes in the water tabie and

other factors related to the existence of the dam, and Seepage through

tit beneaPth the dam N be cnntT ibut ingito the discharge. At the time
of the inspection (here was no evidence (it tuirbid, o~r mluddy,, f|lnw

which w--%jld signi tv internal ero sion ,or the re-moval of soil from

within the egibansent, but any flow in the vicinity of a dam should be

c loselt, monit'red for evidence of tthis. , ndit ion, kniown as pipingI.

.1.3 Principal Spillway The principal spillwav consists Af a

d&4-inci, diameter CMP vertical riser connecting to a 3b-inch diameter

i P which passes throuigi, the dam at a lvw level. The lb-inch (MP of

the principal spililwav discharge. into a tieavilv overgrown, steep.

earth wall channel wtthou t riprap. The discharge i% about 30 feet

beo nd the toe of the dam. The discharge channel rtins to an open

marsh area short Iv downstream of the dam. The 42-inch diameter CNP

riscr is also conne-tcd at a low lv'vel to a corruigated metal pipe with

a valve tor drawdown. The drawdown pipe was observed and the size

ebtimitr t, to be 24 incheb in diameter. The valve size is also

estimated to be 24 inches. The drawdown valve is set in concrete

,ipstream of the principal spillway. The control stem has been bent to

an angle by ice and is not functional. The control wheel for the stem

is not in place. Tle principal spillwav riser was lowered lk inches

to its present level shortly after the reservoir was first filled.

The riser does not have a trash guard. The principal spillway outlet

pipe is located approximately 30 feet beyond the toe of the dam and

the i low trom beneath it appears to be a natural spring.

3.1.4 Lmergeny. Sp iiIway The emergency spillway is an earthen

channel in the left abttment with a control section 40 feet wide. The

crannel is well vegetated with only a few very bare spots visible. A

pile ot debris is near the left spillway wall in the control section,

i.e. a heavy tractor tire, broken bloci. and rocir pieces. There are

several small hardwood trees growing in the debris. The emergency

spillway approach channel is unobstructed and is well vegetated with

only a few very bare spots visible. The disciarge channel is

traversed bv a gravel roadway. Otherwise it is well vegetated. A

line of pines are planted near the right spillwav discharge channel

wall. The gravel road forits in the spillway with one foric running

loneit4dinally along the length of the discharge channel. A shallow

erosion gklly has begun in the pines near the right discharge channel

wall due t, runft trim the gravel road.

.1. 5 Instrumentat ion There is no instrumentation of the dam.

3.1 .t) Rservoi r le slopes of the watershed are mild and are

predmi iant ly covered with gent ly roiling pasture or clear fields.

The ismiedAiat reservoir perimeter is an open grassy area &%ed as a

campground. There is no significant slope failure or erostrn apparent.

1-i'
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I .. 7 Don L afeIn he downs( ream channel is6 ovrgrwn a
t h. dam . Iwo -hojnJred feet downst reram thte -hannelI broadens i nt o a

large open marsh area. A half amile downistreaw the discharge follows a
natural st reambed through ,lear and grassy, gently rol ling hills.
IThere are approximately right h.eime or moihail hoimes %itt, five
outbitildings behi% the dam.

3. 1 .9 Sti II 11ii Basin T he r is bno wrell -or-med st i I eirg bas in.
The area ot the stilling basin is & heavily overgrown, steep, earth
hall c hannelI t hat runs i nto an open arsh .

3. ' L% a Ika t i -n (ive raII, thte d Am appea Yr t o be i n good
c on i t i on. lh. inspection irvealed certain preventative maintenance
it ems wt ich shudbe schediled as part of an annusal maintenance
program. These are

a. Monitor the springs and marsh area for changes in flow or
turbidity. giving particular attention to the flow from beneath the
prmary spillway oust let. Should an increase in f low and or tuirbidity
occur. a qualified geotechinical consuiltant should be retained
imediately to further evaluiate these conditions.

b. R.move trees and underbrush from dam, emergency spillway, and
s , lIling uasin. uiet all trees at the grouind. All trees growing on
t h. -(am greater than I inches in diameter should have their root ball
rtmioved and have compa -ted fill placed in the holes and the fill
seeded. Seed bare areas eiposed by the clearing operations. Now the
entire embankment and emergency spillway rountinely.

C. Install staff gage, which is a staff. rod, or post with
elevat ions indicated oin it permanently mouinted to show the depth of
water. It should be of suifficient height to indicate depth of flow
t h rough the emergency spilluay and over the dam.

d. Instdli a trash guard on the principal spillway intake.

r. Remove underbrush trima artund the principal spillway xitlet.
Place riprap at outlet in channel to prevent erosion.

f. Slough%, burrw, and erosion gullies o-n the uipstream face
shaould be filled, compacted. and seeded.

g. Straighten control stem oft the drawdown valve to a functional
pos It I On. Obt a in aii opr ra t ing wheelI for ergency g&at e. Store it in

a sere local ion hithi easy access in ther event it becomes -tecesmary
to dewaI. r thet reservoir.



SECTION 4

OPERAT IONAL PROCEDURES

4.1 Procedures: The normal storage pool is at elevation 1737.5

NSL, which is the crest of the principal spillway riser. Water passes
automatically through the principal spillway when the reservoir rises
above the spillway riser crest. Water will pass through the emergency

spilluay when the reservoir rises above its crest, at elevation 1739.4

KSL. A low level drain is presently not operational.

4.2 Maintenance : Maintenance is performed as needed by the

owner, which includes maintaining the grass cover on the embankment
and the gravel road across the crest.

4.3 arninA System- At present time, there is no warning system
or evacuation plan for dam.

4.4 Evaluation: The dam does not require an elaborate
operational and maintenance procedure. However, the present program

of periodic observation and maintenance should be documented to help
detect and correct any problems that may arise. An emergency
operation and warning plan should be developed. It is recommended

that a formal emergency procedure be prepared to be readily available
to anyone managing the facility. This should include:

a. How to operate the dam during an emergency.

b. Who to notify, including public officials, in case evacuation

from the downstream area is necessary.

The local Emergency Services Coordinator of the State Office of Energy
and Emergency Services can assist in the preparation of an Emergency
Warning Plan.
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SECTION 5

HYDRAULIC/HYDROLOGIC DATA

5.1 Desitn: None were available.

5.2 Hydrologic Records: None were available.

5.3 Flood Experience: No records were available.

5.4 Flood Potential: The 100-Year Flood, 1/2 PKF, and PMF were
developed using the HEC-l computer program (Reference 2, Appendix IV)
and routed through the reservoir using the NWS-Dambreak computer
program (Reference 3, Appendix IV) and appropriate precipitation and
storage outflow data. Clark's Tc and R coefficients for the local
drainage area were estimated from basin characteristics. The rainfall
applied to the developed unit hydrograph was obtained from National
Weather Service Publications (Reference 4 and 5, Appendix IV).

5.5 Reservoir Regulation: Pertinent dam and reservoir data are

shown in Table I.I.

Water passes automatically through the principal and emergency
spillways as the reservoir rises above the spillway crests.

The storage curve was developed based on areas obtained from a U. S.
Geological Survey Quadrangle Map. Survey data taken during the
inspection was correlated to the Vesuvius, Virginia Quadrangle Map to
help develop the area-storage data. Rating curves for the emergency
spillway and non-overflow section were developed internally by the
Dambreak computer model. A rating curve for the principal spillway
was developed externally and input to the Dambreak computer model. In
routing hydrographs through the reservoir it was assumed that the
initial pool level was at the principal spillway crest (elevation
1737.5 MSL).

5-1
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5.6 Overtopping-Potential: The probable rise in the reservoir
and other pertinent information on reservoir performance are shown in
the following table:

Table 5.1 RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE

No100l O-Year 1/2 PHF PMF
Flow Flood 1* 2*

Peak flow cfs
Inflow 2 2202 5679 11319
Outflow 2 2184 5639 11279

Maximum elevation
feet msl 1737.5 1743.6 1744.4 1745.4

Non-over flow section
(elevation 2235.8)
Depth of flow, feet. --- .5 1.3 2.2
Duration, hrs. -- 2.4 9.7 9.8

Velocity, fps 3* --- 3.4 5.3 6.q

Tailwater elevation
feet msl 1720

1* The 100-Year Flood has one chance in 100 of occurring in any given year.
T The PMF is an estimate of flood discharges that may be expected from the

most severe combination of critical meteorologic and hydrologic conditions
that are reasonably possible in the region.
3* Critical Velocity.

5.7 Reservoir Emptying Potential: The size of the drawdown outlet is
assumed to be 24 inches in diameter. The drawdown valve intake and outlet
elevation is assumed to be 1722.3 MSL. The drawdown valve will pass 56.8
c.f.s. with the reservoir level at the crest of the principal spillway and
essentially dewater the reservoir in 2.25 days. This is equivalent to an

approximate drawdown rate of 6.8 feet per day. This is based on the hydraulic
height (15.2 ft.) measured from the normal storage pool at elevation 1737.5
(principal spillway crest) to the outlet pipe elevation divided by the time
(53.7 hrs.) to dewater the reservoir.

5.8 Evaluation: Based on the size (small) and the hazard
classification (significant), the recommended spillway design flood is the
100-Year Flood to the 1/2 PHF. Because of the risk involved, the 1/2 PMF has
been selected as the SDF. The spillway will pass 10 percent of the PMF or 20
percent of the SDF without overtopping the dam. The SDF will overtop the dam
by a maximum of 1.3 feet, reach an average critical velocity of 5.3 feet per

second, and flow over the dam for 9.7 hours.

Conclusions pertain to present day conditions. The effect of future
development of the hydrology has not been considered.
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SECTION 6

DAM STABILITY

6.1 Foundation and Abutments: Although there are no formal records of
a subsurface investigation for the project, considerable information can be
inferred from geologic and soils studies of the area, which lies within the
Ridge and Valley physiographic province. Briefly, the area is underlain by
massive beds of dolomite of the Beekmantown formation, outcrops of which were
visible in the vicinity of the dam along with fragments of the chert contained
in the dolomite bedrock. Residual soils derived from the underlying rock are
brown, brownish-red, or dark red friable clays. Soils samples examined during
the inspection were identified, on the basis of the dry strength and other
field identification test, as highly compressible red clays. This agrees with
the description of the vicinity found in Soil Survey of Rockbridge County,
Virginia, which classifies the area soil as Hagerstown stony silt loam.

The site should affort a good foundation for the dam, assuming that proper
care was taken during construction to guard against the potential problems
that clay soils can pose to earthwork projects. These soils are relatively
impermeable, which is favorable from the standpoint of seepage under the dam.
Also, the dam was constructed with a core trench. In view of the relatively
shallow depth to bedrock at the site (2 to more than 4 feet, according to Soil
Survey of Rockbridge County, Virginia.) it is likely that at least portions,
a,d perhaps most or all, of the central core of the dam extends to bedrock.
The dam does not have a foundation drainage system. Springs were evident on
the site prior to the construction of the dam, and it is difficult to say how
much of the moisture apparent beyond the toe of the dam is seepage and how
much is due to these natural springs. At present, excessive seepage does not
appear to be a problem. The outlet pipe is located approximately 30 feet

beyond the toe of the embankment, and the flow from beneath it appears to be a
natural spring.

6.2 Embankment:

6.2.1 Materials: The source of borrow for the dam was located in the
vicinity of the dam site and reservoir area. As noted, the area soils were
identified, on the basis of field test, to be clays of high plasticity. For
the purpose of a stability assessment, the dam is considered to be homogeneous.

6.2.3 S There are no available stability calculations. The
dam is 23.3 feet high and 21 feet wide at the crest. The upstream slope is
2H:lV and the downstream slope is 2.5H.IV. If the low level outlet drain were
restored to an operable condition, the dam would be subject to a rapid
drawdown if the valve were to be completely opened. The dam has existed at
maximum con,:rol storage pool (water at the level of the emergency spillway) in

the past with no ill effects.
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According to the guidelines presented in Desixn of Small Dams. U._S.
Department of the Interior, bureau of Reclamation, the slopes recommended
for a homogeneous small dam of similar highly plastic clay material
subjected to a rapid drawdown are 4H:IV upstream and 2.5H:IV downstream.
The recommended crest width is 14.5 feet. Based on these guidelines,
Kooglers Dam has an inadequate upstream slope, and adequate downstream
slope, and a crest width considerably wider than the minimum 14.5 feet.

6.2.4 Seismic Stability: The dam is located in Seismic Zone 2.
Therefore, according to the Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection
of Dams, the dam is considered to have no hazard from earthquakes provided
static stability conditions are satisfactory and conventional safety
margins exist.

6.3 Evaluation: There is insufficient information to completely
evaluate the stability of the dam. However, the visual inspection
revealed no apparent instability. Based on the visual inspection, the
foundation is considered sound. Based on the Bureau of Reclamation
guidelines, the crest width is more than adequate, the downsteam slope is
adequate and the upstream slope is inadequate. The crest is considerably
wider than the minimum width, which enhances the overall adequacy of the
structure from the standpoint of stability. The embankment is considered
stable during both normal pool and maximum storage pool operations. In
addition, overtopping is not a problem because flows are relatively
shallow (1.3 feet) and the velocity is less than 6 fps, which is the
effective eroding velocity for a vegetated earth embankment. A stability
check is not required.
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SECTION 7

ASSESSMENT/REMEDIAL MEASURES

7.1 Dam Assessment: The available engineering data is insufficient
to completely evaluate the stability of the embankment. The visual
inspection revealed no findings that proved the dam to be unsound. The
dam is maintained by the owner, but there is no formal documented
maintenance operations program or emergency operations and warning plan.
Based on criteria established by the Department of the Army, Office of the
Chief of Engineers (OCE), the Spillway Design Flood (SDF) is the 1/2 PMF.
The spillways will pass 10 percent of the PMF or 20 percent of the SIF
without overtopping the dam. Flows overtopping the dam during the SDF are
not considered detrimental to the embankment. The combined capacity of
the spillways is adjudged inadequate but not seriously inadequate.
Overall the dam is in good condition and there is no immediate need for
remedial measures, except for the continued monitoring of the spring
beneath the principal spillway. A stability check of the dam is required.

7.2 Recommended Remedial Measures: It is recommended that the
regular maintenance operations program be documented for future
reference. A formal emergency procedure should be prepared and furnished
to all operating personnel. This should include how to operate the dam
during an emergency, and who to notify, including public officials, in
case evacuation from the downstream area is necessary. The local
emergency services coordinator of the State Office of Energy and Emergency
Services can assist in the preparation of an Emergency Warning Plan.
Also, the inspection revealed the following maintenance items that should
be scheduled by the owner during a regular maintenance period within the
next 12 months:

a. ..,rlitor the spring beneath the principal spillway outlets for
changes in flow or clarity. At the time of the inspection there was no
evidence of turbid, or muddy, flow which would signify internal erosion or
the removal of soil from within the embankment, but any flow in the
vicinity of a dam should be closely monitored for evidence of this
condition, known as piping. Should this flow become turbid or show a
marked increase, a qualified geotechnical engineering firm should be
retained to evaluate this condition further.

b. Remove trees and underbrush from dam, emergency spillway, and
stilling basin. Cut all trees growing in the dam less than 3 inches in
diameter at the ground. All trees growing in the dam greater than 3
inches in diameter should have their root ball removed and have compacted
fill placed in the holes and the fill seeded. Seed bare areas exposed by
the clearing operations. Mow the entire embankment and emergency spillway
routinely.

c. Install staff gage, which is a staff, rod, or post with
elevations indicated on it permanently mounted to show the depth of
water. It should be of sufficient height to indicate depth of flow
through the emergency spillway and over the dam.

d. Install a trash guard on the principal spillway intake.
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e. Remove underbrush from around the principal spillway outlet.

Place riprap at outlet in channel to prevent erosion.

f. Sloughs, burrow, and erosion gullies on the upstream face should
be filled, compacted, and seeded.

g. Straighten control stem of the drawdown valve to a functional

position. Obtain an operating wheel for emergency gate. Store it in a

secure location with easy access in the event it becomes necessary to

dewater the reservoir.
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PHOTO CREST OF DAM

PHOTO #2 CREST OF DAM



PHOTO 3 UPSTREAM FACE OF DAM

PHOTO #4 UPSTREAM FACE OF DAM



PHOTO 05 PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY INTAKE
AND RESERVOIR DRAIN
OPERATOR (LEANING)

PHOTO 6 DOWNSTREAM AREA
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